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Summary

This report briefly discusses the implications of the proposed expansion
of the Baviaanskloof conservation Area (BcA) for cape mountain zebra
and leopard.

The cape mountain zebra, restricted in its distribution to the mountains
of the southern cape,.suffered a severe decline in the mid-1900,s, with
the iotal population dropping to <100 individuals. The BCA has the"
potential to support c. 2000 zebra, the only site currenily with the
potential to meet the theoretical requirements for the long-term
maintenance of genetic diversity, and is regarded as essential for the
conservation of cape mountain zebra. consolidation of the
Baviaanskloof and Kouga mountain ranges will allow movement of
individual zebra between populations, facilitating a metapopulation
processes, as well as providing access to possible winter grazing on the
lower slopes.

Although not a recognised taxonomic entity, the leopards of the
southern cape Fold mountains exhibit morphological and ecological
features which distinguish them from those to the north. As a distinct
ecotype this leopard is regarded as a threatened species. By decreasing
the length of the boundary the proposed expansion of t'he BCA will
reduce the area of conflict with neighbouring land users. The inclusion
of the northern slopes of both the Kouga and Baviaanskloof mountains
will ensure that leopard habitat is conserved and reduce encounters
between leopards and livestock. Furthermore, the aquisition of land to
the south and north of the BCA will provide a buffer between the leopard
refuge and stock farmers. The incorporation of suitable habitat along
the Baviaanskloof River valley will increase the range and number of
historically appropriate prey species. Finally, as an elonomically viable
nature-based endeavour, the expanded BCA will attract like-minded
ventures, creating a local community sympathetic towards the
conservation of leopard.

Arising from this report is a clear understanding that the proposed
expansion of the BCA has a critical role to play in ensuring the iong-term
survival of both the cape mountain zebra as well as the leopards of the
Cape Fold mountains
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lntroduction

The Cape Floristic Region is renowned for its floral diversity. lt, however,
offers a rather specialised habitat for a range of large mammals. The
unpalatable nature of this vegetation and the history of human interference
have made it a relatively insecure region for large mammals. Within recent
historical times one endemic species, the bloubok (Hippotragus
leucophaeus), and another subspecies, the cape lion (panthera leo
melanochaitus) have gone extinct. Two other endemic large mammals, the
bontebok (Damaliscus dorcas dorcas)and Cape mountain zebra (Equus zebra
zebra), have suffered catastrophic population declines. Thus, this region has
revealed itself as one prone to local extinctions of large mammals, a dubious
conservation legacy. The Cape mountain zebra and leopard (panthera
pardus) are two species which are currently considered threatened within this
biological zone.

A recent study has identified the ecological and potential economic viability of
the Baviaanskloof Conservation Area (BcA), and opportunities for its
expansion (Fig. 1) (Boshoff, cowling & Kerley 2000, see Appendix for
Executive Summary). The report highlights the intrinsic value of the Cape
mountain zebra and leopard, a globally threatened ungulate and constituent
of the "Big 5" respectively, as flagship species with the capacity for attracting
sustained support for the expanded BCA. This in turn translates into a long-
term conservation opportunity for these species.

This brief report to \Ml/F South Africa discusses the role of the BCA, and in
particular the implications of its possible expansion, for the conservation of
the Cape mountain zebra and the leopard. Each species is dealt with
separately.
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Cape mountain zebra
(Equus zebra zebra)

*

The Cape mountain zebta, one of two mountain zebra subspecies, has
historically been confined in its distribution to the mountain ranges of southern
South Africa (du Plessis 1969; Lloyd 1984; Skead 1987), a region commonly
referred to as the Cape. Over the past 200 years, intensive agriculture has
reduced the area available to this zebra. Hunting, primarily as a
consequence of the perceived competition with livestock, as well as for hides,
further reduced their numbdrs. Cape mountain zebra were even captured to
be broken to harness and for export (Millar 1970a; Penzhorn 1gg4). ln
response to anthropogenic pressure, the total number of Cape mountain
zebra had dropped to below 100 individuals by 1950 (Bigalke 1952), with a
possible low of c.70 in 1947 (Millar 1970b), before the population began to
recover. The most recent estimate of the total population of this subspecies
was approximately 900 individuals in 1995 (Henley & Powell 1995) making it
undoubtedly one of the most threatened large mammals in southern Africa.
The Cape mountain zebra is listed as Vulnerable in the South African Red
Data Book - Terrestrial Mammals (Smithers 1986), and as Endangered in the
1994 IUCN Red List of Threatened Animals (Groombridge 1993).

The Cape mountain zebra has a fragmented distribution at present, with
numerous small populations occurring on discrete public and private lands.
Of the 28 known locations of Cape mountain zebra in 1995, only six had
populations of more than 50 animals (Henley & Powell 1995). This is not a
desirable situation for an animal recovering from a demographic bottleneck,
with small founder populations and slow initial population growth exacerbating
the loss of genetic material. Furthermore, given their association with
mountainous terrain, these zebra have relatively specific habitat requirements
which limits the number of conservation areas available to them. A Cape
mountain zebra population viability workshop identified suitable conservation
areas and attempted to assign an estimated carrying capacity to each (P.
Novellie, unpublished doc.). The BCA was identified as the only area which
could sustain a population approaching the conceptual minimum of 2000.
This being a first approximation of the number of animals required to sustain
an effective breeding population of 500, thus allowing evolutionary genetic
processes to function (Lacy 1997). Only two other areas, Karoo Nature
Reserve and De Hoop Nature Reserye, were considered suitable for 400-500
animals. Hence, the BCA has a central role to play in the long-term
persistence of Cape mountain zebra.

The decline of Cape mountain zebra within the Kouga-Baviaanskloof complex
is ascribed primarily to unlawful hunting as a consequence of perceived
competition with livestock, and damage to stock fences (Henley & Powell



1995). ln 1971 five animals were captured for translocation to the Mountain
Zebra National Park. Subsequent population estimates were three in 1g72
and two in 1977. By 1978 it is believed that the local population had become
extinct. ln'1990, following the culling of more than 200 feral donkeys to
remove the threat of hybridization, 11 zebra were successfully re-introduced.
with the population currently estimated to be 35 (D.L. clark, chief
Directorate: Environmental Affairs, Eastern Cape Provincial Administration
pers. comm.), growth has been relatively slow (Fig. 2). This is not suprising,
considering the small founder population. The slow growth provides cause
for concern given that rapid initial population growth may minimise the loss of
genetic diversity in small populations (Caughley 1994). The introduction of
additional animals is recommend.
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Fig. 2. Population growth of Cape mountain zebra in the
Baviaanskloof Conservation Area

The vision for Cape mountain zebra management within the BCA calls for the
establishment of 4-6 populations. (Henley & Powell 1gg5). These have the
capacity to function as a natural metapopulation, through the occasional
exchange between othenruise relative discrete areas of suitable habitat
(Henley & Powell 1995). However, the current configuration of the boundary
of the conservation area hinders the establishment of additional populations.
Fencing and human habitation inhibts the movement of animals across the
BCA. Linking the Kouga and Baviaanskloof mountain ranges across the
Baviianskloof River valley will facilitate movement of individual animals
between populations once these are established, thus allowing the BCA
zebras to function as a metapopulation, thereby encouraging the
maintenance of genetic diversity.
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There is some evidence to suggest that Cape mountain zebra exhibit
seasonal changes in habitat selection. For exampl, in the Mountain Zebra
National Park, zebra move down from the plateau grasslands in winter to
more sheltered valleys and hill sides (Penzhorn 1g}2a). This corroborates
Millar's (1970b) more general observation of Cape mountain zebra being
altitudinal migrants. lncorporation of the Baviaanskloof River valley into the
conservation area will accommodate this seasonal movement, giving zebra
access to low lying grassveld areas for winter grazing. Th; ability to
undertake seasonal movements allows a specific area to support a larger
population of animals than would be the case for either the summer or winter
range in isolation, or the su.m of both these separate areas (Novellie, Fourie,
Kok & van der Westhuizen 1988). The incorporation of tall grassveld areas,
as well as the entire gradient of environmental conditions associated with a
mountain, will enhance the diversity of habitat conditions available to Cape
mountain zebra in a world subject to short and long-term climatic changes.
This is an essential consideration if the BCA is to realise its potential and
serve as a principal site for the conservation of cape mountain zebra.

ln conclusion, the expansion of the BCA, along with additional introductions,
is essential for the estabiishment of a populatlon of the globally threatened
Cape mountain zebra of suflicient size that it retains its genetic diversity. The
BCA has been identified as the only conservation area suitable for thispurpose. Linking the Kouga and Baviaanskloof mountain ranges is importantif Cape mountain zebra are to have access to sufficient suitable habitat,
Furthermore, this essential as a means of facilitating movement between
discrete populations as required by a metapopulation. Cape mountain zebra,
being large bodied, social, non-ruminant grazers, in turn contribute to the
biodiversity of the region through their impact on the pattern and process ofherbivory. Furthermore, as a fragship species, cape mountain zebra wi1
focus attention on the BCA, contributing to the longterm economic viability of
the region.



Leopard
(Panthera pardus)

It has been suggested that the leopards occurring in the mountains of thesouthern cape represent a species or subspecies distinct from those found inthe bushverd areas to the north. This argument is based firsfly on theperception of the anima|s coat as being ronler and softer, as weil as morevividly coloured, than individuars to the nottn 1tr.r"r"n 1g74;stuart lg3g), andsecondly on the fact that .these animals are smaller than other leopards(stuart l g8s). There is some empiricar evidence to support the secondassertion. The mean mass of adurt mare and femare reopards in the capeFold Mountains is 31kg and 21kg respectively (stuart 1gg1). For comparison,Kalahari leopards, the nearest population and that with which the capeleopards most recenfly had direct contact, have a mean mass of 60kg and32kg for males and females respectively (Bothma, Knight, leRiche & vanHensbergen 1997). However, it is generaily accepted that the reopards ofsouthern Africa belong to a single subspecies, panthera pardus melanotica(Meester, Rautenbach, Dippenaar & Baker 19g6), and that the taxonomicseparation of the "Cape leopard" is unfounded. Nonetheless, from afunctional point of view there is some justification for considering the leopardsof the Cape mountains separately:
they represent discrete population in the southern extreme of thedistribution of a very widespread though uncommon species (Fig. 3);where as most other reopard popurations in Africa retain some degree ofspatial continuity, those in the southern cape have become increlsingryisolated since the early 1900,s (Fig. a) (Norton 1g86; Skinner & Smithers1e90);

unique vegetation type, the Cape Floristic Region,
with a distinct herbivore assemblage and hence-prey

some degree of morphological diflerentiation from
although this is possibly diet induced.

Furthermore, the leopard, as the largest indigenous predator remaining in theregion, constitutes an important component of the oiooiversitv 
"i,n. ,"uthernextreme of Africa, and provides a critical ecosystem process. Therefore,recognising the conservation of biotic diversiiy to mean the rong_termmaintenance of within species variability as well as of ecologicat andevolutionary processes, the reopards of the southern cape are deJerving ofspecial consideration. Exacerbated by the fact that there has been asubstantial decline in their range (Norton 1986), and due to low densities andconflicting land use, the conservation status of the leopard in the mountainsof the cape is regarded as extremery insecure, and has been recognrsed assuch since 1gG7 (Tunbuil-Kemp in stuart & Heineck en 1g77).

. they occur within a
dominated by fynbos,

. they do appear to show
their nearest neighbours,



Fig. 3. The current distribution of leopard within the
African continent (from Skinner & Smithers 19g0)
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Fig. 4. The historic distribution of the leopard in the
southern Cape (from Norton 1986)

The sizes of reopard home ranges in the mountains of the cape aresubstantially larger than those recorded from most other regions, with thepossible exception of animals in the arid Kalahari (Norton &-Lawson t ggs;
Norton & Henley 1987)' As a territorial species, which travereses large areas,leopards in the southern Cape mountains occur at low densities. Norton &Henley (1987) make a crude estimate of 6-g adults per 100 km2. This



suggests that any attempt to conserve leopards in the region will require anexceptionally large area, or suffer the risks associated wit[ small populations
and conflict with neighbouring land users.

Stuart's (1981) observation that in the cape the leopard reaches its highestdensities in the mountain fynbos of the southern and eastern cape, issupported by Norton (1986) who identifies two concentrations in itsdistribution, those of the south western cape and the south eastern cape.Thesen (1974), Stuart & Heinecken (1 977) and Stuart, Macdonald & Mills(1985) motivated for the coastal and mountain strip between the towns ofGeorge and Humansdorp to be managed as a reopard sanctuary. Rebero(1992) suggested that this plan be reassessed, to incorporate an area whichcontains karroid and renosterveld shrubland. The BCA lies in the north eastof this proposed sanctuary area, and includes elements of both renosterveld
and karroid shrubland (Boshoff et a|.2000). The motivation for the sanctuaryarea is based on: the occurrence of leopard in the area; clearly definedboundaries; largely compatible land use; incorporation of formal conservation
areas; and tourism potentiar. The proposed expanded BCA meets ail thesecriteria, and in addition is removed from the developed coastal belt.Furthermore, it is a singre unit, which greaily simprifies management. Norton(undated) identifies the existing BCA as one of iour core sanctuary areas inthe cape, where leopards should be actively conserved if there is io be anychance of the species surviving in the region.

The proposal to increase the size of the BCA (Boshoff e/ at. 2o0o) will benefitleopard conservation directly by expanding the area of the refuge available.Assuming a density of seven adurt reopaids per 100km2 (NortJn a Hentey1987), the current 1700 km2 conservation area may support 119 reopards.lncreasing the area by incorporating the 56 000ha area adjacent to theBaviaanskloof River and 20 000 ha along the northern boundary (Boshoff e/al' 2000) will theoretically provide rrabitat for an additional 53 leopards,
bringing the total to 172. This fiqure approaches the 200 believed to be abenchmark required of large m-ammal populations to reduce inbreeding
depression and genetic drift (Lacy lggz). As such, the expanded BCA wourdmake a major contribution towards achieving a viable leopard population.
However, given their extensive spatial requirements, it must be recognised
that in isolation even the largest conservation area may prove inadequate forthe conservation of leopards in their southern extreme. Linkages between theBCA and other conservation areas is an important for the long_term
management option for this species.

Based on data coilected over a 27 year period (stuart & Heineck en 1g77),leopards are recognised as a problem animal on private lands in the vicinity ofthe BCA and regularly culled by stock farmers. This creates the dilemma of athreatened species also being regarded as a problem animal. consolidating
the BCA, in particular through the acquisition of the central Baviaanskloof



River valley, will substantially decrease the length of the boundary (Fig.'1),
thereby reducing the area of conflict with neighbouring land users within the
BCA.

It is conventional wisdom amongst stock farmers that climatic conditions force
leopards down mountain slopes in winter, increasing depredation upon
livestock (Stuart & Heinecken 1977). Although research into the movements
of leopards in the mountains of the southern Cape provides no support for
this belief (Norton & Lawson 1985; Norton & Henley 1987), the extension of
the BCA towards the Kouga River in the south, where the greatest conflict
occurs (Esterhuizen & Norton 1985, D. Clark pers. comm.), will create a buffer
zone between the mountain refuge of leopards and the grazing lands. The
same is true for the proposed hunting zone to the north of the BCA.

By incorporating the entire Baviaanskloof into the BCA, additional habitat is
acquired for indigenous wildlife, and leopards will have greater access to what
may be regarded as historically appropriate (i.e. non-domestic) prey species.
It has been suggested that leopard home range size is dependent upon the
availability of prey (Norton et al. 19BG). Thus, an increase in the diversity and
abundance of prey items may result in a decrease in the home range of
leopards in the area. A higher density of leopards increases the viability of
the population and its contribution to conservation. Observations by
conservation staff of the BCA suggest that there has been an increase in the
occurrence of leopards following the introduction of indigenous game (D.L.
Clark pers. comm.).

Finally, the creation of an economically viable, nature-based development
within the BCA, is expected to attract similar or subsidiary ventures, creating a
community around the BCA sympathetic towards wildlife conservation.

Large carnivores present a specific conservation dilemma due to their
extensive spatial requirements and conflicts with neighbouring land users. As
a result, the opportunity to develop a realistic conservation area is extremely
rare. The BCA is recognised as an essential refuge in the conservation of
Ieopards. lts expansion will create the only conservation area in the region of
sufficient size, with suitable habitat and the opportunity to minimise conflict
with neighbouring land users. This will make a meaningful contribution to the
long-term survival of leopards within the Cape Fold mountains.
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Appendix 1

THE BAVIAANSKLOOF CONSERVATIOP APSA
A CONSERVATION AND TOURISM DEVELOPMENT PRIORIry

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Boshoff & Kerley 2000

The Baviaanskloof conservation Area (BCA) is a 174 400 ha reserye 75 km northwest of port
Elizabeth in the Eastern Cape Province, South Africa. lt lies in the Cape Floral Kingdom, aregion internationally renowned f9r its spectacularly high endemic plant richness. Within the
Cape Kingdom, it is one of only three areas rdentified for mega reserve status (t SOO 000 ha).
Given its large size, varied terrain and wilderness conteit, the BcA has tire potential tosustain and maintain biodiversity indefinitely. The reserve has not received the
recognition and support that it deserves.

The Baviaanskloof environs, in common with much of the Eastern Cape countryside, is facing
growing socio-economic problems due mainly to the decline of the agriculture rndustry. Thereare no concrete development plans to remedy this. The future oi the small and isolated
population living on private land in the western sector of ihe valley is bleak. The greatestpotential for substantive socio-economic development in the area isconservation/tourism, which is firmly in line with national, provincial and regional government
policies and strategies.

The size and shape of the existing BCA is deficient in terms of effective biodiversity
conservation. Consequently, the reserve must be expanded in order to achieve biological
viability. Thls report highlights a motivation to consolidate (through the purchase of land) and
expand (through the conservancy model) the BCA. This proposal will achieve goals for
conservation, enable effective water catchment management and provide enhancej tourism
opportunities.

The BCA and environs is extremely rich in all levels of biodiversity. The spectacular
landscapes harboura flora rich in species (1161), genera (556) and families (135), as well as
a great diversity of vegetation types representative of six of southern Africa's seven biomes.
The fauna is also extremely rich, due to high habitat diversity and complexity, and to the
region's position as a stable refuge for palaeoendemic (ancient) species. As many as 46
species of medium- to large-sized mammais can potentially be supported in the area,
including Africa's Big Five (lion, leopard, African elephant, black rhinoceros, Cape buffato).

As the meeting place for the diverse cultures of the San (hunter-gatherers), Khoekhoen
(herders), Bantu-speaking groups (agro-pastoralists) (possibly) and setflers 

'of 
European

descent, the Baviaanskloof area has an exceptionally rich cultural history andprehistory.

The Baviaanskloof area plays a vital role as the sole water catchment for the thriving
agro-economy in the Gamtoos Valley, and as a major source of water for the rapidly
growing Port Elizabeth/Uitenhage metropole.

A number of factors pose real and potential threats to the BCA. lts natural environment
and water services are impacted by overgrazing, invasive alien plants and harmful animal
introductions. The institutionalipolicy framework suffers from ineffective management models,a lack of funds and personnel. Socio-economic inierventions threaten in 1ne form of ill-
considered land settlement schemes and inappropriate peripheral developments. This
situation requires urgent attention from key stakeholders at national level: Departments
of Agriculture, Environmental Affairs & Tourism, Land Affairs, and Water Affairs &

t2



Forestry (including the working for water Programme); at provincial level: Departmentof Economic Affairs, Environment & Tourism and Easiern cape Tourism Board; and atlocal level: Western District Council.

This report makes the following recommendations:

' The BCA must be managed by an duthority that has sufficient financial and humancapacity to fulfil this function effectively. The management agency must operateaccording to a model that ailows it to retain income, take 6ut loans, appoint suiiabte staff,etc.

' owing to the severe threats, and the high conservation value of its ecosystems, the firstpriority for conservation action should be the expansion and consolidation of thewestern sector- The next priority should be the expansion northwards into the Nama-karoo and southwards to the Kouga River.
' Every effort must be made to ensure that expansion is done in a socially sustainableway and the reserve must provide a series of immediate benefits. ln this l""g"rd, expiicittargets for job creation and other socio-economic opportunities must be set.
' As a matter of urgency, a comprehensive and professional socio-economic studyneeds to be conducted on the various land-use options, prior to any land setlementschemes being implemented on private land adjoining ine ACn.
' The BCA project requires an impartial "champion" - to promote, facilitate and co-ordinate research, planning and development actions, and to develop 

" 
.y*rgt *itnin tn"entire spectrum of stakeholders.

Most of the reserve must be zoned and managed as a wilderness area. Tourismactivities and development nodes must be restrictedlo as noi to compromise this status.The BCA, in its existing or expanded form, must be awarded national protected areastatus and conform to Category la, lb, ll and lll IUCN Protected Area Categories. ltseligibility for World Heritage Site status must be assessed.
Research must be undertaken to fill gaps in the biological, ecological and culturalhistory inventories. This information is important for regionai, national and international
conservation planning in the future.
lnternational funding must be secured to cover the incremental costs of implementing
the expanded reserve.
The BCA must not be developed in isolation. For example, the outcomes of the CAPEProject in relation to the reserve need to be developed further in the context of a bio-regional development plan.

I
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TERRESTRIAL ECOLOGY RESEARCH UI{IT (TERU) REPORT SERIES
* Contract report (confidential)

CEACH' B l ggi Socio-econotnic and environntentai ispects of land-use in the sundavs River vailey: pastoralisrn vs conseryation/ecorourisn.'I l:llt ltcf n t:l-:1 .
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